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New Krishnamurti Foundation Trust Website

The Krishnamurti Foundation Trust (KFT), based in the UK has recently
re-vitalised its website.

The website can be accessed here.

Krishnamurti on Yoga

https://kfoundation.org/
https://kfoundation.org/
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Krishnamurti didn't advocate a particular system or school of yoga and
warned of not making it into a religion or system of enlightenment. He
eschewed the philosophical and spiritual aspects of yoga, instead
highlighting the moral aspects and the importance of a ‘good body’
which is sensitive and ‘independently intelligent’.
Read the Article

O"cial YouTube Channel

https://kfoundation.org/krishnamurti-yoga/?mc_cid=27d7c8621f&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
https://kfoundation.org/krishnamurti-yoga/?mc_cid=27d7c8621f&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
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The o"cial Krishnamurti YouTube channel has over 550,000
subscribers. The most-watched video on the channel has over 3 million
views and other popular videos have also been seen by millions of
users. The channel includes more than 600 full-length audio
recordings, 575 full-length films, and over 400 video excerpts. A new
audio recording and video excerpt are published every week and all of
the content is made available free of charge and without
advertisements.

Watch More

From the Archives Vol. 3

https://www.youtube.com/kfoundation
https://www.youtube.com/kfoundation
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Krishnamurti met the renowned sculptor Antoine Bourdelle in early
1927, through a mutual friend. Bourdelle requested Krishnamurti sit for
a statue to be made. He sat for eight days in 1927 and returned in
1928. The resulting bust of Krishnamurti is at the Musée Bourdelle in
Paris and it is considered to be one of his finest works. This article
expands upon the relationship between the two men, and introduces a
21st-century companion piece. 

Read the Feature

Krishnamurti Podcasts

Krishnamurti with Asit Chandmal - Thought cannot
investigate into intelligence

https://kfoundation.org/from-the-archives-03/?mc_cid=27d7c8621f&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
https://kfoundation.org/from-the-archives-03/?mc_cid=27d7c8621f&mc_eid=d2025c63a2
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This conversation took place at Brockwood Park in 1982. Krishnamurti
asks: Do you accept that intelligence is not the product of thought?
What do you have you left when you don’t use the brain to inquire?
What is not contaminated by thought? Can your brain observe
something whole without any kind of fragmentation?

Krishnamurti and Asit Chandmal were friends for many years, and
Krishnamurti would often stay with him when in Bombay. Chandmal
studied engineering in London, where he later taught mathematical
economics, before becoming finance director at Tata Motors. His
interest in computing led to Chandmal’s involvement with many Silicon
Valley start-ups. A trustee of the Krishnamurti Foundation India, he was
also a keen photographer and in 1985 published One Thousand Moons,
a book of photographs illustrating a year in Krishnamurti’s life.

https://krishnamurti.podbean.com/e/krishnamurti-with-asit-chandmal-thought-cannot-investigate-into-intelligence/
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Listen here.

Call for KANZ Volunteers

The aim of the Krishnamurti Association in New Zealand (KANZ) is to
raise interest in the teachings of J. Krishnamurti in New Zealand.

J. Krishnamurti (1895-1986) is widely regarded as one of the greatest
thinkers and religious teachers of all time. He spoke throughout the
world to large audiences and to individuals including writers, scientists,
philosophers and educators, about the need for a radical change in
mankind.

KANZ currently provides a web site, Facebook page, monthly e-
newsletter, and occasional study gatherings.

KANZ would welcome volunteers with a deep interest in Krishnamurti’s
teachings to further its work in New Zealand.

Skills required are project and financial management, web design and
management, social media management, and photo editing.

If you would like to enquire further please contact the KANZ Secretary
at kanzadmin@gmail.com.

On Truth
From the Krishnamurti Postal Lending Library 

https://krishnamurti.podbean.com/e/krishnamurti-with-asit-chandmal-thought-cannot-investigate-into-intelligence/
mailto:kanzadmin@gmail.com
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There is a section in the library entitled “Theme Books”. In these books,
particular topics have been extracted from Krishnamurti’s books, talks,
dialogues, and interviews. Topics include: On Nature and the
Environment, On Self Knowledge, On Love and Loneliness, On Religious
Life, On living and Dying, On Conflict, On Freedom, On Fear, On
Learning and Knowledge, On God, and others. Some of these books
have been previously reviewed.

A feature of these books is that material has been selected from the
various decades of Krishnamurti’s work, and presented chronologically,
so it is possible to investigate if there has been evolution in his
approach.

Here we are looking at the theme book “On Truth”. From the back cover
notes”
 
“On Truth o#ers Krishnamurti's most profound ruminations on the
search for truth. In 1929, he began his life of public teaching by saying,
"Truth is a pathless land." Throughout his many years of speaking to
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audiences of all ages and backgrounds, he continually emphasised that
truth cannot be approached through the instrument of thought. Truth is
intangible and nameless, and can only be realised through exploring
the total movement of thought and its activities. Appearing in print for
the first time these vital teachings show how truth arises when e#ort
ceases, the mind is empty, and there is only the present moment. We
learn that truth comes uninvited when one puts all in order.
 
From Krishnamurti’s own words:
“It is only those who are in constant revolt that discover what is true,
not the man who conforms, who follows some tradition. It is only when
you are constantly inquiring, constantly observing, constantly learning,
that you find truth, God, or love.”
 
To see a full list of books in The Krishnamurti Postal Lending Library,
visit:
https://www.kanz.org.nz/library

Christchurch Dialogue Meeting
Last Sunday every month at 1:30pm.

For further details please contact Kyoko:
phone 329 4789, aakaasha@glenrowan.nz

Showings of Krishnamurti
videos and group dialogues:

CHRISTCHURCH
- contact Kyoko Giebel 03 329 4789 /
aakaasha@glenrowan.nz- monthly:
- contact Pauline Matsis 03 312 1470 /
paulinematsis@gmail.com

PALMERSTON NORTH
- contact Nadya Kaplyukova /
mua_mail@yahoo.com Postal lending book library -

https://www.kanz.org.nz/library

https://kanz.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=bf029bf7e2c8fc77ef022e92c&id=5729eb6455&e=c98f2b9f09
mailto:aakaasha@glenrowan.nz?subject=Krishnamurti%20Discussion%20Group%20Meetings
tel:03%20329%204789
tel:03%20312%201470
https://www.kanz.org.nz/library
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HAMILTON
- contact: Clive Elwell 022 085 7184 /
clive.elwell@

 

Virtual Online Krishnamurti
Study Centre
https://www.kanz.org.nz/virtual-

krishnamurti-study-centre

Krishnamurti Association in New Zealand
 

www.kanz.org.nz

e-mail :  kanzadmin@gmail .com
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